Holland House would be happy to help your
organization optimize its output and print
management. Achieve maximum efficiency and
flexibility in generating, processing, managing,
and delivering output and minimize costs.
We’d be happy to tell you more. Please contact
Holland House to discuss how we can support
your organization with optimal print and
output management.
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Smart output and
print management:
reduce costs and maximize
business continuity

Advanced smart output and print management

Holland House is a world leader in output
and print management solutions. UniSpool®
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location and service, transparently and
efficiently.

Safety first

Say goodbye to all those different spooler management tools.
UniSpool® is a standardized output and print management
solution for all Unix/Linux, Solaris, HP-UX, and Windows
platforms. Up to 20,000 devices can be managed from a
single server.

UniSpool® offers maximum protection for printing
confidential documents, as all print data processed by
UniSpool® can be encrypted. When the requested data
has to be stored on a server – temporarily or otherwise –
the file is secured with encryption.

UniSpool® ensures maximum use of your printing
environments, giving employees seamless access
to the information they need and guaranteeing
business continuity.

Modular

Implementation, management, and support

UniSpool® is functionally structured around several modules,
each designed for a specific task and fully customizable to
your needs.

Reliable and fast

Control over corporate visual identity
and distribution

UniSpool® is easy to implement: the solution is very
user-friendly and based on the familiar look-and-feel
of the underlying operating system. Your employees
can quickly start using it – there’s no need for
expensive training.

Continuity

The functionalities of our flagship product
capabilities of native operating systems.

Scalable solutions

UniSpool® is one of the world’s most specialized and
powerful output and print management solutions.
UniSpool® transmits output to printing equipment,
archives output, and offers flexible distribution of
documents to end users or other applications.
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UniSpool quickly processes huge amounts of data
without manual intervention and guarantees reliable,
round-the-clock document delivery.
®

Transparent and flexible
Insight into the status of print requests is available
during and after processing by UniSpool® and is
fed back to the relevant user and application if possible.

The Automated Distribution module supports all major desktop publishing software programs. Your documents are automatically created according to your corporate visual identity.

Our helpdesk offers round-the-clock
support to users if they have any
questions or problems.
Our employees can then
Easy-to-use controls
immediately identify and
The Advanced Management function provides graphical user solve the problem from
interfaces to network administrators and helpdesk staff, so
a central control
that they can quickly and easily control and monitor the entire point.
printing network.
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